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The paper by Famiglietti et al uses a suite of data assimilation (parameter optimiza-
tion) experiments that encompasses models of varying degrees of complexity together
with different datasts included in the assimilation to test to what degree model com-
plexity impacts model forecast skill. This is motivated by the general, but not widely
tested, assumption that increasing model complexity (and in doing so, the number of
parameters) may increase model realism but decrease model predictive skill.

Crucially in this DA context, they use a complexity metric that accounts for both the
model structural complexity and the information content of the data that are used to
optimize the model parameters.

They show that when unconstrained by data, models of intermediate complexity have
the highest skill, thus demonstrating a trade-off between complexity and skill. However,
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they nicely demonstrate that when constrained by data, models of higher complexity
also achieve high forecast skill; thus, confronting models against data (i.e. calibrating
parameters, or constraining parameters by some other method) is a prerequisite for
increasing the complexity of model structure.

This is important work, particularly given the global terrestrial biosphere model commu-
nity is still striving to increase the representation of different processes that are deemed
necessary to realistically simulate the impacts of climate and environmental change.
However, the same community is not investing heavily in implementing DA to constrain
uncertainty in their models. This study proves that the two should come hand in had.

I thought the study was well designed and executed, and the results clearly described
and nicely discussed. I only have a few thoughts and suggestions:

In Section 2.5.1 I would explicitly state why you are using this complexity metric (i.e.
that it links both the model complexity and number of parameters but also the informa-
tion content of data), instead of the other model complexity metrics that are available.
This is stated multiple times elsewhere, but I think it would be useful here as well.

I’m not 100% sure what point I’m trying to make with this comment so bear with me, but
I found myself wanting to dig into more of the nuances of Figure 4, especially in relation
the different processes that are included in the model and the level of detail for each
process. You do explore more about the of the differences related to the type of data
that are included when you talk about Fig 6, and about the differences across sites with
Fig 7. So I found myself wondering about the impact process representation (e.g. ACM
v1 vs v2). But I appreciate that’s beyond the scope of this study. I guess it just may be
worth pointing out (the relatively obvious point) that this framework could also be used
to determine which exact model representation is most useful for representing a given
dataset – e.g. whether to include a water cycle, or not etc. Minor comments

It would be good to add the prior to Fig. 3, just to see how well the DA system is doing.
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Unless I am misunderstanding the histogram intersection metric you have described in
2.5.1 would not range between 0 and 1. Perhaps you mean the normalized intersection
metric?
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